SLM-5400-C
Shallow Depth In-Ceiling Speaker

BIG SOUND, SLIM PACKAGE
One of the most compact in-ceiling speakers on the market, the SLM-5400-C features a shallow depth (50mm) depth with a fully enclosed back box. Along with premium acoustics straight from the legendary Klipsch Reference 5000 architectural series, the SLM-5400-C brings high performance acoustics in an extra slim package – for great sound where installation space is limited.

FIRE RATED BACK BOX
The ultra-slim galvanized metal back box provides a fire-rated enclosure for excellent sound isolation from neighboring floors, while ensuring consistent acoustics and exceptional low frequency response from a compact speaker.

PREMIUM ACOUSTICS
Featuring a 4” Cerametallic™ woofer and a 1” titanium dome tweeter mated to a custom designed Tractrix™ horn for dynamic, powerful low frequencies, and detailed, focused highs – the SLM-5400-C brings classic Klipsch sound to an ultra-slim package.

SLIM TRIM GRILLE
The flat, magnetic, minimum bezel grille gives a modern, premium, and – most of all – discreet look for great sound anywhere in the home without being obtrusive to the eye or interruptive of the design of the listening area. Square and round grilles are included to match any style.

COMPATIBLE WITH THE KLIPSCH IK-650-C INSTALL KIT
For increased mounting flexibility and pre-install marking during new construction.

SPECIFICATIONS

FREQUENCY RESPONSE 90Hz – 20kHz
POWER HANDLING 120W Peak
RECOMMENDED AMP POWER 50W
SENSITIVITY 91dB
NOMINAL IMPEDANCE 8 Ohm
HIGH FREQUENCY DRIVER 1” (2.5cm) Titanium Dome Tweeter with Round Tractrix Horn
LOW FREQUENCY DRIVER 4” (10.2cm) Cerametallic™ Woofer
ENCLOSURE TYPE / MATERIAL 50mm Deep Metal Back Box with Ported ABS Baffle
WIRE GAUGE RECOMMENDED 12 Gauge
DIAMETER 9.5” (24.13cm)
CUTOUT DIMENSIONS 8.3” (21cm)
MOUNTING DEPTH 1.97”
INSTALLATION KIT IK-650-C (Sold Separately)
PRODUCT WEIGHT 7.4 lbs
BUILT FROM 2016
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